assign

traffic and visualise the
operation in a 3D simulation

create

your road network
quickly and easily

calibrate

your model using
observed data to ensure it
represents the real world

present

your findings with 3D
simulation and outputs
anyone can understand

2

test

a wide range of designs
and scenarios to truly
understand their impact

3

What is Paramics
Microsimulation?
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paramics microsimulation is state of the art traffic modelling
software to enable transport professionals to design, evaluate
and present amazing solutions.

tried and tested,
time and again
Originally developed by SIAS Ltd, Paramics
Microsimulation has been at the forefront of
microsimulation since the 1990s.

a unique synergy
between transport
planning and
software
development

S-Paramics (the original) and paramics discovery

Our transport planning heritage and the

(the new) have been used on thousands of

experience gained by our modelling team is

transport planning projects for over 20 years. They

utilized to shape the ongoing development of our

have been used to:

products and ensure they truly meets the needs

}} design and test major extensions to the M74

of transport planners.

and M8 Motorways in Scotland
}} test innovative atm schemes on the M25 in
London
}} plan major events including the 2014 Ryder
Cup

As principal users of our own products, our
transport consultants are ideally placed to offer
a range of services to our customers including
support, training and auditing.
Paramics Microsimulation is a software division of
SYSTRA Ltd.
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the easiest
and quickest
microsimulation
product to use
Paramics Microsimulation offers:
}} fast network construction, editing, visualisation
and simulation
}} fewer parameters required for calibration than
other products
}} streamlined workflow to match users project
workflow
}} easy to understand outputs for clients

our services
}} Traffic Management
}} Event Management
}} Roadwork Management
}} Environmental Assessment
}} Economic Assessment
}} Scheme Assessment
}} Overtaking
}} Visualisation
}} Development
}} Regeneration
}} Public Transport
}} Strategic planning
}} Intelligent Transport Systems
}} New Transport Infrastructure
}} Walking & Cycling

Paramics Discovery is definitely heading in the right direction in terms of improved interface,
making the software easier and lightning fast to use for coding networks and auditing models as
well as improving on the simulation of traffic.
Lee Templeman, Associate Director, CH2M Hill
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}} Aberdeen City Council
}} AECOM

}} Hertfordshire County
Council

}} AMEY

}} Imperial College London

}} Arcadis

}} Isle of Man Government

}} ARUP

}} Jacobs

}} Atkins

}} Kier

}} Aurecon (New Zealand)

}} Leicestershire County

}} Birmingham City Council

Council

our
clients
}} Siemens

}} Capita

}} Mayer Brown

}} Surrey County Council

}} Cardiff Council

}} MHL and Associates

}} Sweco

}} CH2M Hill
}} DBFL Consulting

(Ireland)
}} Mott MacDonald

}} Systematica (Italy)
}} Transport for Greater

Engineers (Ireland)

}} Newcastle City Council

}} Dorset County Council

}} Norfolk County Council

}} TDG (New Zealand)

}} Dundee City Council

}} Opus International

}} Vectos Microsimulation

}} Fairhurst

}} Pell Frishmann

}} Warwickshire County

}} Glasgow City Council

}} Peter Brett Associates

}} Gloucestershire County

}} PFA Consulting

}} WSP

}} Plymouth City Council

}} WYG

Council
}} Heriot Watt University

Manchester

Council

}} Roughan & O’Donovan
(Ireland)

The use of S-Paramics and Paramics Discovery has become an integral part of my career,
and has been one of the main reasons for my continued interest and development in traffic
modelling.
Alastair Weir, Consultant, Arcadis
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malcolm calvert

robert allan

Paramics Director

Malcolm is a Chartered Engineer with a strong
background in transport planning and modelling. He
is also a Chartered Manager and continuously uses
the key skills of communication, management and
leadership in his role as Paramics
Director. Malcolm has overall
responsibility for Paramics
Microsimulation and since
2013 has successfully
overseen the development
and introduction to market
of Paramics Discovery.

Support Manager

Robert is a Chartered Engineer with over 15 years’
experience of transport planning and modelling
primarily using Paramics Microsimulation. Robert’s
focus is offering the
highest quality support
to our customers.
He combines his
technical knowledge
and experience with
excellent people skills
making him ideal as
the support manager.

our people
dave bennett
Software
Development
Manager

Dave is responsible for
delivering the Paramics
Discovery software
development programme.
He is an experienced software
developer himself and combines his management of the
software team with regular development input. Dave is
an excellent manager, capable of getting the best out of
his team and regularly finding areas for improvements
and innovation.

fiona denoon

Paramics
Administrator

Fiona provides
administrative support
to all Paramics
users. This includes
the provision of annual
license updates, dongle
replacement, support services and training courses.
Fiona is highly organized and efficient and always
seeks opportunities to improve our systems and
processes to make things as smooth as possible for
our customers.
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What is Paramics
Discovery?
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paramics discovery is our latest microsimulation product. simply
put – it is built on 20 years’ experience of software development
and microsimulation modelling, but in a brand-new modern
interface, making it incredibly easy to learn and use.

how does it work & what can it do?
Paramics Discovery reproduces real world traffic conditions in a computer model by simulating detailed
individual vehicle behaviour on a user-defined road network.
You can use Paramics Discovery to test a wide variety of transport planning interventions:
}} more traffic on a road network

}} event planning

}} new junctions and infrastructure

}} economic assessment

}} changes to traffic signal control

}} environmental (i.e. emissions) assessment

}} public transport operations

teaching materials for students
An unbeatable introduction to traffic modelling, the Paramics Discovery teaching package provides
lecturers with an effective and time saving way to teach students about the principles of microsimulation
traffic modelling with plenty of real hands-on experience.
The Paramics Discovery teaching package includes:
}} introduction to microsimulation slide show

}} comprehensive training material

}} Paramics Discovery software

}} ready-made course work
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paramics discovery 22
paramics discovery 22 is another milestone in the rapid
development of paramics discovery with a focus on improved
vehicle behaviour and data analysis.
Speed variation by time of day is ideal for

quickly and easily, to more deeply understand

modelling changes in speed limit such as school

your model and how it operates. Several small

drop off and pick up zones. Give way to oncoming

improvements to configuring, collecting and

traffic means you can now accurately recreate the

analysing data have been included such as the

vehicle behaviour associated with traffic calming,

introduction of demand percentage and scripts in

narrow streets and one lane bridges. And clear

the run configuration, the improved format of link

exit (i.e. yellow box) behaviour enables you to

outputs and the ability to aggregate time intervals.

produce the courteous driver behaviour so often
seen on our roads.

The user experience of Paramics Discovery
continues to improve. You can now create zones

Version 22 marks a step change in data analysis

using a freehand tool, signal controlled stage

with the introduction of select link analysis. You

diagrams are easier to interpret and new default

can now analyse every detail about the routes

vehicle shapes (including cyclists) will give you

drivers use to travel through the network,

models a more up-to-date, professional feel.

I am a Paramics user for many years and I am always extremely pleased with the product. The
ability to represent traffic phenomena is always great!.
Riccardo Mosco, Senior Transport Consultant, Systematica
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paramics discovery video tutorials
paramics discovery 22 was launched on 1 may 2019
Paramics Discovery 22 includes a range of new
features and improvements:

}} demand percentage and scripts in run
configurations

}} speed variation by time of day

}} link outputs compatible with Excel

}} select link analysis

}} aggregation of time intervals in data plots and

}} give way to oncoming traffic

statistics

}} freehand zone creation and editing

When we release a new version of Paramics

}} clear exit (“yellow-box”) behaviour over links as

Discovery it’s important that you know what’s new

well as nodes
}} more run speed and configuration options in
Visualise tab
}} the ability to import, rotate and scale custom
vehicle shapes
}} improved default vehicle shapes including

AND how to use those new features. That’s why
we produce a series of video tutorials with each
version.
Watch all video tutorials for Paramics
Discovery 22 on our YouTube channel.

cyclists
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Our Projects
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crieff
SYSTRA has successfully completed an upgrade of the Crieff microsimulation traffic model, originally
developed in 2012 using S-Paramics, to the latest version of the software - Paramics Discovery.
The model covers the whole of the town and its approaches and will be used to undertake scenario
testing to inform air quality modelling work around the local authority’s proposals for an Air Quality Action
Plan (AQAP).
Located on a hillside, Crieff includes a number of roads with steep gradients. Consequently, the road
network description includes node heights so that the gradients are correctly represented, thereby
influencing vehicle behaviour in terms of acceleration, deceleration and braking.
The model has been developed to look at options to improve air quality along Crieff High Street, which
forms part of the A85 trunk road from Perth to Lochearnhead. Options to be looked at include modelling
the effects of removing the on street parking, both legal and illegal, and the introduction of traffic signals
at key junctions to assess the resultant changes in air quality. The model will also be used to test the
proposed Local Development Plan allocations in the area.

m8 motorway improvement
The M8 motorway linking Edinburgh and Glasgow is punctuated by an approximately 9.5km section of
lower standard A-class dual carriageway between junctions 6 and 8. This section of network performs a
key role for both strategic and local traffic, connecting the A725 and M73 and M74 motorways including
the Raith Interchange (M74 J5). Improving and maintaining sustainable operation of the network in this
area is critical to both the local and national economy.
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city wide model for the milan expo 2015
A Paramics Microsimulation model was developed to support the delivery of Expo Milano 2015, a huge
international exhibition which ran for 184 days. The Paramics model was a significant size, covering
147km or road. It was used to model access to the exhibition site and the impact the exhibition would
have on the wider road network.

india
A Paramics Discovery model of Benz Circle junction in Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh, India was developed
by SYSTRA Ltd. The purpose of the model was to test the viability of a proposed Light Rail Transit (LRT)
service running east-west through the centre of the Benz Circle junction.
Video footage of the junction was closely analysed and it was clear that the underlying lane-based vehicle
behaviour of Paramics Discovery would need to be adjusted to replicate the observed merge and weave
behaviour. Eight lane links were coded on all approaches to the junction to allow for the variability in
observed traffic volumes utilising the junction. Although, on approach to the Police traffic controlled
junction, traffic did not necessarily flow in eight lanes, this number of lanes allowed for the bunching of
vehicles, particularity motorbikes and tuk-tuks. The Scheme model included the Benz Circle flyover as
well as the new LRT service.
The final Scheme model showed that journey times for all vehicles on all approaches reduced as a result
of the Benz Circle flyover, signal controlled junctions and LRT service.
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expo milano 2015

andhra pradesh, india

glasgow city centre
SYSTRA Limited has been working with Glasgow City Council, to update the 2007 Glasgow City Centre
S-Paramics Model to Paramics Discovery. The model covers Glasgow City Centre bounded by the M8 to
the north and the River Clyde to the South.
The model features AM, Inter Peak and PM periods and each period includes over 80,000 vehicles. In
addition, there are over 200 bus services that run to, from or through Glasgow City Centre included in
the model.
The Paramics Discovery model will be used to test a wide range of options. These include; assessing the
traffic impacts of the Glasgow City Centre Avenues project and air quality improvement strategies.

douglas, isle of man
SYSTRA Limited has been working with the Department of Infrastructure (DoI), Isle of Man Government
to update the 2009 Lower Douglas S-Paramics Model to Paramics Discovery. The model has been
extended to include the wider area of Douglas including the road network out to the areas of Spring
Valley, Ballanard, Hillberry, Birch Hill and Onchan.
The Paramics Discovery model has been used to test proposed refurbishment works for the Douglas
Promenade, including alterations to the highway layout, kerbside parking and the relocation of the
horse-drawn tram tracks between Peveril Square and King Edward Road.
It will also be used to test future year development proposals by the DoI including the Strategic Plan:
Island Development Plan – Area Plan for the East.
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glasgow city centre

douglas, isle of man

cross tay link road
The Cross Tay Link Road (CTLR) project is part of The City of Perth, Scotland, Transport Futures Project.
The CTLR is a much-needed new road linking the trunk routes of the A9 and A94 providing a long
awaited third crossing over the River Tay. It will help to alleviate traffic congestion in the City Centre
and nearby Bridgend as well as facilitating sustainable development as envisaged in the Council’s Local
Development Plan.

Cross Tay Link Road (CTLR)
Using Paramics Discovery, SYSTRA has been working with Perth and Kinross Council to assess the
benefits of the CTLR.
The appraisal has focussed on the following elements using Paramics Discovery:
}} Development of a validated Base model of the City
}} Development of future year models with Local Development Plan Land Use allocations integrated
into the trip matrix
}} Integration of the proposed Scheme in the future year model scenarios
}} Scheme Appraisal using Paramics Discovery outputs for input into Economic Appraisal and
Environmental Assessment.

ramp metering in stockholm, sweden
Trafikverket (The Swedish Transport Agency) wanted to understand whether ramp metering, could
improve the operation of their highway network and Microsimulation was the ideal tool. Their consultant
Sweco developed a Paramics Microsimulation model of the Solna area. ITS (Intelligent Transport System)
for regulating traffic was connected to the model and the ramp metering algorithm was based on speed,
flow and the capacity on the highway downstream.
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perth, scotland

stockholm, sweden

south islands first roundabout meter in
christchurch, new zealand
Christchurch is the largest city in the South Island plagued by travel and congestion issues caused by
lengthy queues and delays towards the city centre.
One problem was the bus service from this area being held up in the queue, affecting schedules. Up
steps the Paramics Microsimulation modeller with the questions that need to be answered:
}} What is the best option to solve this issue?
}} Are the options economically viable?
}} What will help the bus service and PT objectives?
}} Will a roundabout meter work? Will it delay other movements? Will it create a queue back to an
adjacent roundabout and cause a safety problem?
}} Can the traffic engineers be convinced?
Construction of the roundabout meter got underway in September 2017…

regeneration of an abandoned railway yard
in milan
As part of the regeneration of an abandoned railway yard, Paramics Microsimulation was used to
develop a model of the proposed road network.
The model was successfully used to verify that the new road network would effectively manage both the
existing and the future traffic demand.
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christchurch, new zealand

milan

a city wide model of rotterdam used to
assess the impact of renovation of the
maastunnel
Rotterdam is a city divided by the river Maas. There are three river crossings and one of them is the
Maastunnel, built in 1941. The tunnel needs to be renovated, but this will mean significant less capacity
for river crossing traffic.
To minimise delay the municipality have issue to build a city-wide Paramics Microsimulation model.
With this model the impact of the renovation and therefore lower capacity for river crossing traffic
was researched. Also, measures were developed to ensure the accessibility of Rotterdam during the
renovation of the tunnel.
The Municipality of Rotterdam stated: “Use of the simulation model has made it possible, that the
discussion about closing the Maastunnel, was conducted at the right level. Between the experts that
make the reconstruction proposals and the city council that needs to decide on the right proposal”
(source: CVS paper 2013, New Rotterdam approach for the accessibility challenges in the large-scale
renovation of the Maastunnel).

olympic sailing in weymouth, dorset
The 2012 Olympic and Paralympic sailing events were forecast to attract an additional 60,000 visitors a
day to Weymouth and Portland.
SIAS developed an S-Paramics model to assess the impact this traffic demand would have on the road
network, and develop a strategy to ensure good access to these once in a generation events.
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rotterdam

a9 dualling
The A9 trunk road between Perth and Inverness is a unique route connecting two cities while serving
several smaller local communities, numerous tourism and recreation sites and long-distance freight.
This >170km section is predominantly single carriageway with sporadic dual and WS2+1 sections, which
combined with the varied topography and unique journey purpose profile of road user results in limited
overtaking opportunities with increased journey times and driver frustration. While the accident rate on
the route is low the severity of accidents is higher than national trends.

hastings district area wide modelling in
new zealand
The importance of sustainable transport initiatives is becoming increasingly well recognised – influencing
the environment, our health and well-being, and feel and function of the places where we live.
Since 2008 Traffic Design Group has worked with Hastings District Council to analyse and monitor
the changes in transportation use by mode in 2010 being awarded funding by NZTA to become New
Zealand’s first walking and cycling community.
An integrated multi-modal Paramics Microsimulation model has been a key component of these
initiatives. Hastings District Councils primary objectives are to assess the existing road network, how to
plan for sustainable future growth and how to make walking and cycling a more attractive choice than
driving. Key aspects include:
}} Investigation and analysis of area-wide transport initiatives of all forms
}} Development of a cycle distribution and assignment model to run in parallel with the Paramics
Microsimulation model
}} Linkage with Census data This in turn provided prioritisation of network improvement schemes for
movements by active mode
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hastings, new zealand

didcot town centre and wider area
This Paramics Discovery model covers Didcot town centre and the surrounding villages. It is being
developed to provide an evidence base to support the emerging work on the Didcot Garden Town
Delivery Plan and will be used to assess the impacts of various planning and infrastructure schemes in
the future.
The Hazard Override feature in Paramics Discovery ensured that lane choice was modelled correctly at
this ‘hamburger’ roundabout – another example of using Paramics Discovery to find the best solution.

shopping centre expansion - christchurch,
new zealand
The western side of Christchurch has seen amplified population and traffic growth following the 2011
earthquakes. The Hub Hornby shopping centre is well located to service expansion in these areas and
the re-development of the shopping centre is vital in providing high quality facilities and services.
Traffic Design Group employed a detailed Paramics Microsimulation model to assess and analyse a
range of considerations:
}} Upgraded and enlarged entrances
}} Car park provision/design/arrangements
}} Improvements to road and intersection visibility and pedestrian safety
}} Evaluation and assessment of alternative options incorporating the above components
}} Stakeholder presentation and consultation.
Work on the shopping centre re-development is continuing. Some stages are complete and the fuller redevelopment will take several years. Once complete, the expanded Hub Hornby will be the fourth largest
shopping centre in Christchurch.
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didcot town centre

christchurch, new zealand

christchurch, new zealand

modelling a cycle network in glasgow
SYSTRA recently developed a Paramics Discovery model to support improvements to the cycle network
in Glasgow. Two models, covering the AM, IP and PM periods, were developed and are being used to
examine proposed cycle schemes:
}} Victoria Rd/Pollokshaws Road/Gorbals St
}} Charing Cross/Woodlands Rd/St George’s Rd

amsterdam central station redevelopment
Amsterdam Central Station is one of the largest public transport hubs in The Netherlands. The
Municipality of Amsterdam have plans to renovate the station. This includes moving the bus station to
the far-side of the train station, building a new tram station and new pedestrian and cycling tunnels.
Sweco developed a Paramics Microsimulation model to test and visualise these future proposals.
The model was also used to test and optimize the different roadwork phases, and present these to
stakeholders.

highway junction design and testing on the
a6 in the netherlands
Rijkswaterstaat (The Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment in the Netherlands) needed to test a
new design for on and off ramps at the A6 near Lelystad. It was vital to ascertain whether the new design
could manage the traffic flow, so they chose Paramics Microsimulation.
After developing and testing the model the outputs were used as input for 3D Autodesk to ensure
realistic traffic behaviour in the visualisation, resulting in a beautiful design for stakeholders and decision
makers.
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netherlands

Training &
Support
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training

support centre

Our training and support is unique
because it is run by real transport
modellers who are experienced
Paramics Microsimulation users.

If you are a Paramics Discovery or
S-Paramics licence holder log onto
our Paramics Microsimulation Support
Centre at https://paramics.freshdesk.
com/ which includes:

You can:
}} build a strong foundation at one of our
training courses run by expert modellers
}} teach yourself using our FREE easy-to-follow
tutorials
}} understand how each aspect of a traffic
modelling project should be undertaken by
reading our
}} Microsimulation Good Practice Guide
}} network and learn from other users at our
FREE workshops

}} a quick and simple ticketing system to ask
questions
}} expert paramics users ready to help
}} a powerful search function
}} factsheets, tutorials, videos and many other
resources
We’re committed to providing the highest quality
support service so please let us know what
you think of the new Paramics Microsimulation
Support Centre.

}} email one of our friendly support team with a
specific question
}} use our established auditing and consulting
services
Whatever support you need, we’ve got it covered!

The Support Centre has provided some
invaluable advice in the past with great
suggestions for approaching unusual or
non-standard network situations.
Lee Templeman, Associate Director, CH2M Hill
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getting started with
paramics discovery
A one day training course for
S-Paramics users to learn Paramics
Discovery

Are you an S-Paramics user? Paramics Discovery
is built on the same robust and trusted traffic
simulation as S-Paramics using the same
modelling concepts.
In just one day you will learn how to construct
a network, navigate around a model, view and
interrogate the simulation and collect and analyse
outputs.
Get started using Paramics Discovery on your
new projects. It is easy to use. Find out about new
features not in S-Paramics.

model development
course
A comprehensive two day training
course for new users

Are you new to Paramics Microsimulation? Then
this is the course for you!
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Over two days we guide you through the whole
process of model development — from creation
to testing and everything in between.
You’ll receive dedicated attention from one of our
trainers all of whom are transportation engineers
with considerable Paramics experience.

model audit course

A one day training course for reviewers
and auditors
Do you review or audit models? Whether you’re
a public sector client or a private sector project
manager, this course is for you!
This course will teach you the skills and knowledge
you need to check various aspects of model
development.
It will teach you how to review network coding,
traffic assignment, public transport and demand
matrices.
After attending this training course you’ll be
incredibly well equipped to start using Paramics
Discovery on your projects.

Paramics Microsimulation SYSTRA Ltd
Prospect House, 5 Thistle Street, Edinburgh EH2 1DF
T: +44 (0)131 460 1847
www.paramics.co.uk

 uk_paramics@systra.com

